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Greetings!

In This Issue
MCC Solves Your
Problems

Media, digital or print, we cannot escape the fact that we are
progressing towards a fully mobile digital world where
consumers and business will expect instant access to basic
information...from anywhere in the world.
Don't knock it! We all have at least one digital communication
device on our belt, in our purse or within arm's reach.
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The Technology Gap - The longer you wait...the
further you will be left behind...and the more it may
end up costing you in the long run.
Two of the most common
questions received by readers
have been:
1) When should I make a
change?
2) How can I justify the
expense?
In a nutshell, start planning
today!
Business owners and Service Executives have to balance
multi-operational challenges on a daily basis. Instant access
to accurate and timely information is crucial. The longer you
wait the more technology advances and the wider the
technology gap becomes. As the gap extends so does the cost
of upgrading your legacy infrastructure to a current platform.
Mobile Computing Corp has always supported our clients by
providing a modular approach that grows with your business.
MCC will provide you with options to secure the hardware.
Our M-LINX Mobile Worker Suite can provide you with the
scalability you need. Start by implementing the Mobile Worker
and AVL module so you can wirelessly send and receive work
orders and track your assets.
Once you start realizing payback, add the Routing and
Scheduling module to help consolidate and streamline your
dispatch process.
Modularity helps expedite the M-LINX suite into your
organization. The investment will pay for itself through
efficiencies and increased customer satisfaction.
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As always, I look forward to receiving your questions and
feedback.
Sincerely,

Mike
Mike Macaro
Director, Business Development
Mobile Computing Corp.
mmacaro@mobilecom.com
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